Abstract. Currently, a particular focus of human centered technology is in expanding traditional contextual sensing and smart processing capabilities of ubiquitous systems exploiting user's affective and emotional states to develop more natural communication between computing artefacts and users. This paper presents a smart environment of Web services that has been developed to integrate and manage different existing and new emotion sensing applications, which working together provide tracking and recognition of human affective state in real time. In addition, two emotion interpreters based on the proposed 6-FACS and Distance models have been developed. Both models operate with encoded facial deformations described either in terms of Ekman's Action Units or Facial Animation Parameters of MPEG-4 standards. Fuzzy inference system based on reasoning model implemented in a knowledge base has been used for quantitative measurement and recognition of three-level intensity of basic and non-prototypical facial expressions. Designed frameworks integrated to smart environment have been tested in order to evaluate capability of the proposed models to extract and classify facial expressions providing precision of interpretation of basic emotions in range of 65-96% and non-prototypical emotions in range of 55-65%. The conducted tests confirm that such basic as non-prototypical expressions may be composed by other basic emotions establishing in this way the concordance between existing psychological models of emotions and Ekman's model traditionally used by affective computing applications.
Emotion sensing in affective computing
The detection and interpretation of emotions is helpful in areas such as marketing studies and consumption, distance education, affective computing and usability testing, monitoring and training people for more effective interpersonal communication, etc. The subject of emotion analysis has been widely studied by psychologists to determine, which facial features and their intensity precisely describe the emotional state of human [2, 7, 11] .
As usual, six basic consistently recognized emotions that all the people express in the similar manner are analyzed. They are happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise, anger, and fear. However, for the classifica-* Corresponding author. E-mail: oleg.starostenko@udlap.mx. tion of states related to moods, feelings and attitudes, the complex non-prototypical emotions must be taken into account. These specific unusual emotions such as serenity, acceptance, trust, admiration, distraction, boredom, disapproval, awe, optimism, aggressiveness and others may be considered as combination of basic emotions and their recognition depends on the context, mood, culture, personality, breed, gender or may be also the result of incomplete stimuli presentation or variation in the strength of emotion expression [23] .
Quite acceptable model of non-prototypical emotions has been proposed by Plutchik, who describes the relationships between emotional concepts as it is shown in Fig. 1 [27] . The vertical dimension represents intensity of emotion while the circle represents the degree of similarity between them. The eight sections correspond to the eight dimensions of the primary emotions defined by the model, which are arranged into four pairs of opposing emotions. The emotions of the blank spaces are called primary dyads, which are the combination of two primary emotions.
Recently, a novel model introducing compound expressions is widely discussed by researches [6] . The fundamental concept used in last decades, when only six basic emotions: happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, fear, and disgust may be consistently described by facial expressions, now is extended to 21 emotions, which are expressed in the same way by everyone.
It means that the number of emotions recognized by observers or cognitive and affective systems is larger than previously thought. Compound emotions are created combining two basic component categories of six traditional emotions or neutral one. These computational models of the perception of facial expressions of emotion will be successfully exploited to achieve great recognition results in computer vision applications [6, 22] .
Usually, automatic emotion interpretation process consists of three steps: head finding and face detection in a scene (image segmentation and face localization), extracting facial features (described by pixel position, colors, shape deformations, regions, texture dynamics, etc.) and finally, emotion classification into some categories useful for interpretation.
Numerous techniques and many high performance approaches have been proposed for facial expression recognition and emotion interpretation however, they have no particular emphasis to real world applications in context of human activity analysis providing contextual sensing and smart processing capabilities of modern ubiquitous systems [2, 3, 17, 21, 36] . It is important to define particular specifications and features required for development of cost-sensitive approaches. Among them the most useful features are high processing speed (design of real time applications), acceptable precision (correct interpretation not only basic but also non-prototypical emotions), low cost (accessible for any user), portability (simple migration to any platform), low complexity (running on mobile devices with restricted capabilities), compatibility (simple integration to existing smart environments), reliability (assurance of confident results using standard or non-standard databases or digital collections) and others.
Several authors propose to develop systems for measuring non-prototypical emotions such as enjoyment, hope, pride, relief, anxiety, shame, hopelessness, boredom, etc. providing more natural communication between computing artefacts and users [21, 23, 32, 36, 37, 41] . This problem may be solved by development of novel models for ambient aware systems that take into account emotional state of users [2, 3, 10, 40] .
Therefore, an extensible software platform is introduced. It provides developers and users with uniform interfaces and services so their applications can access the results and resources from existing or newly implemented emotion sensing tools in real time. In addition, two original 6-FACS and Distance models for emotion interpretation based on recognition of facial expressions and measurement of their intensity using either Ekman's AUs (Action Units) or FAPs (Facial Animation Parameter) and FDPs (Facial Definition Parameter) of MPEG-4 standard are proposed and implemented.
The paper is structured as follows. First, an overview of background and the related works for facial expression recognition are presented. Then, the proposed platform that integrates existing and novel emotion interpreters is described. In the next section two models for measuring facial deformations and corresponding emotion interpretation are presented and evaluated. Then, the evaluation of the proposed models is provided discussing used standard databases, designed system functionality, performance and ability to recognize complex non-prototypical expressions. Finally, the critical discussion of obtained results, contribution and future works are presented in conclusion. 
Facial feature extraction and classification
The facial actions expressed by visually detected displacement of fiducial points or landmarks are defined either by the Action Units (AUs) of Ekman's Facial Action Coding System FACS or by Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) and Facial Definition Parameters (FDPs) of MPEG4 standard used for coding of audio-visual objects [5, 7, 9] . Action units represent muscular activity that corresponds to unique facial changes.
FAPs are sets of parameters used in animating MPEG-4 model that defines reproduction of emotions from facial expressions. Each parameter set is closely related to muscle actions. The definition of FAPs is based on fiducial points defined by manual or automatic tool for extraction of face features FDPs [16] . The change of facial features (displacement of facial fiducial points) are classified and encoded by forty four AUs. Each AU represents the simplest visible facial motion, which cannot be broken down into more simple units. Table 1 defines a well-known model for recognizing six basic emotions in terms of the AUs [7] . FDPs are the references used in MPEG-4 standard either to customize facial model or to express emotions for example, on an animated robot [4, 5] . Thus, the relative motion of face gestures may be quantified for recognizing particular expression by processing AUs or FAPs through FDPs using well-known methods of computer vision. Figure 2 shows FDPs used in MPEG-4 standard for description of FAPs.
In Table 2 some examples of facial actions defined by FAPs encoding two basic emotions (anger and sadness) are shown. MNS (Mouth-Nose Separation) or MW (Mouth Width) means the measuring unit for particular FAP. For example, in the second row of Table 2 the FAP4 (lower_t_midlip) for vertical top middle inner lip displacement is defined by MNS distance that has bi-directional (B) displacement.
Its value is decreased (down) with respect to reference point FDP 2.2 presented in Fig. 2 [35] . In the last column of Table 2 the encoding anger and sadness emotions by FAPs is presented. For instance, squeeze_l_eyebrow(+) means the contraction of the left eyebrow, when the distance from reference point used for this FDP is increased (+). The particular FAP is defined by position of fiducial points (FDPs in MPEG-4) that may be easily detected and measured during their displacement.
There are several techniques that have been used for facial feature extraction. Some of them are based on Gabor filter that significantly improves accuracy of expression recognition [17] , the active appearance and geometric models, which allow detecting more accurately the dimensional facial changes under large variation [19, 20, 42] , the principal components analysis and hierarchical radial basis function network to provide better feature discrimination of similar emotions [18] , the optical flow and deformable templates for flexible pose-and texture-independent approaches that exploit head pose independent temporal facial action parameters [5, 14, 34] , the multilevel Hidden Markov Model [16] , the dynamic Bayesian belief networks to perform Bayesian inference based on statistical feature models (SFM) and Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution [44] , the models based on SIFT features resilient to object scaling, rotation and noise in image [1, 12, 43] and others.
The common disadvantages of mentioned approaches are the presence of errors during spatial sampling, restrictions for input visual queries, which must have small number of well-defined and separated faces without occlusion, sensitivity to scaling or rotation of analyzed regions, low precision of recognition if features in image have week borders or complex background. The analysis of factors like tolerance to deformation, robustness against noise, feasibility of indexing of facial expression, significant amount of required memory are other factors that must be taken into ac- count during development of models for emotion interpretation.
It is important to mention some relevant systems for emotion sensing and interpretation, which features are resumed in Table 3 . Each of existing approaches exhibits advantages and disadvantages, depending on the contexts, in which they are used.
Also there are several systems that help developers to incorporate specific approaches for emotion sensing into their applications. However, programming libraries and development kits typically focus on the use of one particular approach, which relies on its own tool, representation model and data collection method. This makes it difficult for programmers to combine emotion detection techniques and develop applications with higher performance. To take advantage of wide variety of systems and approaches we propose extensible software platform that may be considered as a smart environment, which combines embedded emotion sensing computing devices and applications to access through uniform interfaces services and resources in real time.
Analyzing relevant systems used for emotion interpretation from facial expressions, it is important to mention that they as usual, do not compute the intensity of emotions and interpret only six basic emotions without analysis of non-prototypical ones. Frequently, researchers propose models based on nonstandard facial features and report high recognition results obtained from tests on prepared ad-hoc face data bases making them useless for implementation and reproduction in practice. Even though these approaches have high recognition precision, there are not reports about how they may link standard facial actions with particular formal models or rules for automatic emotion interpretation. Finally, used algorithms are quite complex and slow to operate in real-time applications or run on mobile devices with limited capabilities. 
Extensible platform for integration of emotion interpreters
There exist several systems that automatically interpret emotions using different approaches and classification techniques. For greater accuracy of analysis of emotional state the behavioral and physiological features are suggested to take into account such as facial expressions, voice, gesture, vital signs and others. As usual, the physiological measures are obtrusive. In contrast, voice analysis and computer vision measures are unobtrusive but noise sensitive [29] . For processing only unobtrusive computer vision measures a Webbased extensible platform is proposed. It facilitates integration and management of new and existing applications for emotions sensing and analysis. In the future, a Web platform may be expanded with services for analyzing other behavioral and physiological features providing better and more robust results.
The platform consists of Web services, which are responsible for keeping information detected by integrated emotion interpreters. This platform will be useful to demonstrate the importance of emotion sensing applications working together and tracking in real time facial expressions recognizing them and displaying detected basic and non-prototypical emotions although integrated to platform automatic emotion interpreters have not been designed precisely for analysis of user emotional state in particular context of virtual education, pilot training, interpersonal communication, market evaluation and others.
The proposed platform presented in Fig. 3 operates as an intermediate agent between users (clients) and integrated emotion sensing applications. A client has access to all records with results of emotion interpretation by n integrated emotion sensing applications via Client Web Application. This Web application has been developed in HTML5 so that, all the information may be visualized on different devices such as computers, tablets or smart phones.
Integrated to platform computer applications are communicated to the Server to access the content (recorded processed videos, digital collections, reports of expression recognition sessions, user content, etc.) that may be displayed to users and stored to database. The proposed platform was developed in ASP.NET 4.5 using as initial template ASP.NET MVC 4 Web application in C # with MS SQL database.
The server of Web application is based on the MVC (Model-View-Controller) design pattern. The objects of Model are classes that represent relationship between emotions detected by different emotion interpreters connected to platform. Designed Controllers are responsible for processing requests from Emotion Sensing Applications and work with the Model and the View.
API Controller represents service layer to manage emotion detection applications and to control sessions, user content, files, emotion description, etc. The Views are pages, where users will see the content of sessions, in which emotions are interpreted.
To get the data and display graphs of interpreted emotions, JQuery JavaScript libraries and Google Chart Tools are used. JQuery is open library for multiple browsers that simplifies HTML coding client side, event handling and automating Ajax usage. Google Chart Tools is a library that provides various types of plotted graphs using HTML5/SVG technology, which like JQuery supports multiple browsers.
Provided by server REST services are the central part of this architecture. They are represented by the controllers and can be accessed by applications and monitoring services. Communication is based on stateless HTTP requests, which result in very low network requirements, given the simple attributes defined for information exchange. The main entities in the model comprise users, emotions and sessions.
In order to facilitate interoperability among applications and emotion analysis components, the data model is intentionally kept very simple. This allows for any technique to map its results to the available set of emotions and the instants, in which emotions are detected as timestamps.
Proposed facial models for emotion analysis

6-FACS model for facial expression recognition
FACS describes expressions in terms of the configuration and strength of action units. For estimation and recognition of AU strengths various types of local 2D and 3D shape indicators have been considered such as mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, Gabor moments, shape index and curvedness, as well as their fusion [1, 14, 30, 39] .
However, in the literature various fiducial points have been selected as relevant ones that better define particular facial expression. For example, eye opening, mouth opening, mouth corner angles and eyebrow constriction have been chosen as the most relevant features [10, 19, 36] .
Taking into account these relevant features additionally some requirements must be considered in development of facial model. For instance, facial recognizer must be fast enough to be used in real time applications, the complexity of used algorithms for emotion interpretation must be low nevertheless it must provide acceptable precision of recognition and finally, emotion sensing tool must be designed on known standards for its simple integration to smart environments.
After various experiments with existing applications for facial expression recognition, only six relevant features, which ensure the correct description of basic and non-prototypical emotions, have been adopted in the proposed facial model [25, 30, 32] . They are presented in Table 4 . For 6-FACS model it was decided to implement emotion interpreter based on AUs of Ekman's FACS. Due to specific requirements defined for facial features and in order to explore new technologies, the Microsoft's Kinect sensor has been used. It consists of a standard CMOS image sensor that cap- tures the reflected light from the laser (this technology allows to build 3D depth maps in great detail); an integrated RGB camera with a maximum resolution of 1600×1200 (UXGA) and an integrated auditory microphone [40] . Available software for interpreting information from the Kinect sensor as OpenKinect, CL NUI and OpenNI could not provide facial expression recognition [38] . Therefore, for emotion interpreter that captured facial gestures described by Kinect-Codification Facial Stocks (see Table 4 ), the.NET-based application has been designed using C#.
Due to limited number of action units and taking advantage of the existing works, the initial method of FACSAID program conducted by Friesen [10] has been exploited, in which the decision-making process to categorize emotions is made considering the assessment of the value of essential FACS [40] . Connected to designed platform that has been introduced in previous section, the Kinect based emotion interpreter uses six predefined AUs that may be appreciated in the interface shown in in practice, when rotation is around of 75 • , the sensor ceases to follow a face.
In Fig. 5 one particular session on Web page of a client of previously introduced platform is presented, where a user laughing (bottom right) while watching the video of dancing baby (upper left corner). In platform the visualization client listens to changes reported by the monitoring services and produces a chart that represents graphically the emotions occurring at a given instant. The graph of emotions (top right) indicates the intensity of emotions that were interpreted at the time, when a user was watching. The graph (bottom left) indicates disgust emotion reduction in 2 seconds and increasing happiness from 11th second to maximum intensity.
Performance of emotion interpreter based on 6-FACS-model
The principal goal of tests is to evaluate performance of the designed framework based on 6-FACS model in controlled environments. In conducted tests still images from standard Kanade's and Pantic's databases have been used. Kanade's CMUPittsburgh AU-Coded Facial Expression Database consists of 2105 digitized image sequences (640×490 or [15] . The Pantic's MMI Facial Expression Database actually includes more than 2900 videos and still images (24-bit true color images of 720×576 pixels) of 75 male and female subjects of varying ethnic background in frontal and in profile view displaying wide range of facial expressions of emotion [26] . Particularly, about 400 images with six basic expressions previously labeled in Kanade's and Pantic's databases have been selected. Images of twenty nine subjects (18 women and 11 men) were chosen from Kanade's collection and images of eighteen subjects (five women and thirteen men) were selected from Pantic's database.
It was decided to use a confusion matrix that is a typical tool in supervised learning to display the results obtained in tests (see Table 5 ). The rows represent real emotions in tests (how they have been labeled in standard databases) and columns show the percentage of correct recognition of expressions by system. Presented in Table 6 some performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall and specificity have been additionally evaluated. The used variables are: TP (true positive) is a case, when a system interprets emotion correctly or FN (false negative) incorrectly. A case, in which the emotion was identified as something that was not, is interpreted as FP (false positive) and a case, when real emotion was not interpreted as emotion, is TN (true negative). Figure 6 shows how each emotion has been evaluated by metrics mentioned in Table 6 .
As in other systems and as it happens to human, the emotions were not recognized with the same accuracy. During experiments with existing emotion sensing systems connected to the platform it was detected that in FaceReader disgust and fear are the emotions, which had fewer correct response and in Shore system disgust emotion is not included [25, 30] . The best recognition as usual, has surprise, fear and happiness due to wide range of changes of corresponding AUs.
In the conducted tests fear is the emotion that generally has more frequent incorrect interpretation accuracy of 69% and precision of 21%. The achieved average accuracy of recognition by the system is around 82%. The low accuracy of emotion interpretation is due to small range of changes of AUs that define these emotions as well as limited number of AUs used in the proposed model.
The designed system provides quite acceptable expression recognition similar to reports about relevant emotion sensing systems. For example, the recognition rates of some systems are: 72% in Esau's emotion fuzzy classifier [8] , 85% in FaceReader [25] , 86% in Pantic's expert system [26] , 91.6% in eMotion system [33] , 92.4% in SHORE framework [30] , Fig. 6 . Performance analysis of framework designed using 6-FACS model. and 96.9% in Compound expression approach by Martinez [6] .
After validation and estimating performance of the proposed system, it was concluded that recognition rate will be similar on other collections of images. In order to analyze the system performance, the designed framework has been integrated to the platform for realtime expression recognition. Forty video records about 30-40 seconds each with resolution of 1280×720 pixels with different affective content have been stored in database of the platform.
These records have been used to cause real emotional responses of ten persons, which expressions were evaluated by system displaying every second the instant detected expression (only ten frames per second are processed) and plotting the emotion variation over time as it is shown in Fig. 5 . Although the used records have not been previously labeled, the recognition rate in real time was similar to results presented in Fig. 6 . Basically, it is because the processed frames of video records have higher resolution than images in Kanade's and Pantic's databases.
Distance model for face description
In order to improve the introduced in previous section emotion interpreter, a Distance model based on analysis of fifteen distances (Distance(fdp1, fdp2)) between nineteen FDPs has been proposed. This model describes all the necessary facial actions defining either basic or non-prototypical emotions. Figure 7 shows the selected FDPs with corresponding number of associated FAPs that better describe facial expressions. The variable Distance(fdp1, fdp2) quantifies facial changes in terms of units defined by MPEG-4 standard. Table 7 shows the fifteen instances (Dd) chosen for our model, the geometrical definitions of these distances (Dif of FDPs), the measuring units, the relation between FAPs and the corresponding actions, which they describe. Some reports suggest a geometrical model of face, which includes not only distances but also angles between the lines connecting standard FDPs. However, this approach does not contribute significant precision and makes the processing too complex [8, 10, 36] .
Fuzzy emotion classifier for designed
framework based on Distance model
Fuzzyfication-defuzzyfication processes
For recognition of facial expressions and interpretation of basic and non-prototypical emotions the rulebased fuzzy classifier has been used, because the equilibrium between simplicity and precision is required. Fuzzy logic based systems provide a type of reasoning, where logical statements are not only true or false but can also lie in range from almost certain to very unlikely. A software based on fuzzy logic allows computers to mimic human reasoning more precisely so that, decisions can be taken with incomplete or uncertain data.
The fuzzy approach and its combination with other approaches for pattern recognition and interpretation have widely used [8, 35, 42] . In the area of facial expression recognition the application of fuzzy reasoning remains marginal despite that some researchers have successfully used classifying systems, which emulate how the humans identify prototypical expression [5, 8, 18, 19] . Some well-known systems use other types of classifiers based on the multiple adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference approach, support vector machine, hidden Markov model, evolutionary algorithm, genetic algorithm, etc. Even though these approaches detect and recognize facial features, the precision of recognition sometimes is low and only basic emotions are interpreted without quantitative analysis of intensity of facial expression [1, 16, 20, 39, 44] .
A
where μA(x) is called the membership function for the set of all objects x in U . According to particular requirements we can use different membership functions. The most used are piecewise linear function, Gaussian distribution function, sigmoid curve, and quadratic or cubic polynomial curve. From a mathematical point of view, a fuzzy rulebased system FRBS presented in Eq. (2) may be introduced as a set of membership functions μ ab , a fuzzy rule base R, the t-norm for fuzzy aggregation T (i.e. operations within one rule), the s-norm for fuzzy composition S (i.e. operations among rules) and the defuzzyfication method DEF:
Perhaps, the most popular defuzzyfication method is the centroid calculation, which returns the center of area under the curve. Other methods are the bisector, middle of maximum (the average of the maximum value of the output set), the largest of maximum and the smallest of maximum. The proposed fuzzyficationdefuzzyfication processes provided by inference engine are shown in Fig. 8 .
Knowledge base for the proposed fuzzy classifier
The proposed fuzzy classifier for emotion interpretation consists of two principal modules. The first one is a knowledge base (KDB) that is used for modeling and indexing facial deformations by FAPs and AUs developed according to well-known standards [7, 13, 35] . The second module is used for recognizing facial ex- pressions by defuzzyfication providing interpretation of emotion and their intensity.
The quantification of emotion intensity is handled by measuring the range of geometrical displacement of selected FDPs. To reduce relative subjectivity and lack of psychological meaning of emotional intensity levels, the statistical analysis of facial actions in preprocessed Cohn-Kanade's and Pantic's image databases has been carried out [15, 26] .
Additionally, for evaluating performance of facial expression tool the data base with more than 5000 manually indexed images with definition of 94 fiducial points in each one also may be used [6] . Presented in Fig. 9 the proposed KDB allows measuring facial deformations in terms of distances between FDPs modeled by FAPs and AUs represented by rule-based descriptors used then in the process of fuzzyfication.
For FDPs MPEG-4 standard provides the automatic normalization of measured facial deformations making them invariant to scale of input images. Figure 9 shows the structure of KDB that is a basis of our fuzzy reasoning system. For KDB four classes based on AUs, FAPs, FDPs, and Distance have been created. The Emotion_Model class provides creation of the rulebased models for emotion indexing using classes of the Face_Model. The Face_Model class defines different approaches for representation of face features. Particularly, the instances of Face_Model class contain the basic facial actions (AUs, FAPs) that include action number, its name, description, direction of motion, involved facial muscles and part of a face, where action is occurred [35] .
The proposed approach is able to detect and measure any type of facial expression however, it has been tested using as six basic expressions (happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise, anger, and fear) as some combinations of them interpreting in this way nonprototypical expressions. Some rules that define the relationship between measured facial deformations and their mathematical description by the corresponding AUs and FAPs have been exploited. The KDB has been implemented using ontology editor Protégé that provides extensible, flexible, and plug-and-play environment, which allows fast prototyping and application development [28, 36] . The advantage of the proposed KBD is that, the classes and instances with attributes represent knowledge about facial expressions.
The parameters of any model may be automatically converted to parameters of each other. For example, if input feature vector corresponding to particular emotion has been created on base of non-standard Distance(fdp1,fdp2) model, these parameters may be immediately represented by standard AUs or FAPs attributes and vice versa [35] .
Emotion interpretation by the framework designed using Distance model
Recognition and quantization of facial expressions is provided in the proposed classifier in two steps as it is shown in Fig. 10 . The first one is a fuzzyfication process, when Fuzzy Inference Engine (FIS) identifies and measures intensity of AUs using as inputs the Distance variables defined in the proposed model. The first stage classifier has two outputs: numerical value in range from 0% to 100% representing intensity of action and qualitative linguistic description of AUs in terms of their low, medium or high (L-M-H) intensity. In order to associate selected Distance(fdp1, fdp2) with standard action units of FACS, twelve AUs have been chosen for classifier. For example, in Table 8 for recognizing the action unit AU1, which indicates that the inner portion of eyebrows are raised, the distances D1 and D2 are measured in images with neutral face and with one of particular expression. If these two variables were increased approximately in the same proportion, then the action expressed by face is AU1.
Thus, the first stage of classification provides detection of particular AUs by means of Distance variables according to the rules defined in Table 8 . For each AU corresponding fuzzy inference system FIS is designed. A set of 12 individual FISs constitutes the first classifier. The advantages of this kind of system are simple calibration and easy modification processes.
The second step uses numerical values obtained in the first stage as inputs for defuzzyfication process that provides estimation of emotions and their intensity in three levels: low, medium and high. Table 9 presents how the selected in our model AUs identify six emo- tions according to recognition rules established in previously developed KBD. These variables and rules were obtained from psychological and physiological studies of human behavior [7, 11] .
The detailed description of fuzzy classifier is provided, because it explains how basic and then nonprototypical emotions may be detected and interpreted using three-level intensity. The blocks diagram of the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) for measuring and recognizing AUs (particularly, for AU12) is presented in Fig. 11 . According to Table 8, AU12 is defined by three distances D10, D11 and D12, which are used as input of corresponding FIS AU12. Additionally, variable called asymmetry is applied to input specifying difference between D11 and D12. This variable is being used to detect an asymmetry in facial expression. For example, if asymmetry variable becomes true, then we do not have a smile but a grimace.
FIS AU12 has internally two fuzzy systems named Detect AU12 (for evaluation of AU12 intensity in linguistic terms as low L, medium M or high H) and Detect AU12int (for quantification of intensity level The infraorbital triangle and center of the upper lid are pulled upward of AU12 in the (0-100)% range). Multiplexor Mux is used to send these values to Detectors one by one for computing how significant the changes of analyzed distance are with respect to neutral face. In order to evaluate a distance variation in linguistic terms, the distance range of each variable is divided into three sections L-M-H, where the center and width of medium section are the mean and deviation of particular distance. This process has been carried out by statistical analysis of images in used databases [15, 26] . For example, the range that was chosen for the variable distance D10 is defined analyzing horizontal displacement of the left inner lip corner in more than 500 images used for tests. So, the range 0-600 MW (Mouth Width) has been selected for D10. Figure 12 shows three plots of Gaussian membership function for D10 with specification of low, medium and high sections of intensity. For example, in Fig. 11 distance D10 = 348 MW, this corresponds to linguistic expression "the distance D10 is high", because in Fig. 12 on the horizontal axis this value belongs to high section (black curve "high").
For detection of AUs in the fuzzyfication process a Gaussian function has been chosen, because it provides smooth transition between linguistic ranges of variable intensity. The trapezoidal function has been chosen as auxiliary in a case, when the higher processing speed is required. The description of tested membership functions (mf) is presented in Table 10 . The same evaluation process is applied to D11 and D12 finally, generating the linguistic value of AU12 according to the rules presented in Fig. 13 .
Detect AU12int FIS provides generation of the quantitative value of AU.
Additionally, Gain and K parameters (see Fig. 11 ) are used for adjustment and calibration of Detect AU12int output to range from 0% to 100%, because D10, D11 and D12 have different measurement units and ranges of variation. In more details the fuzzy logical reasoning process provided by Detect AU12 is shown in Fig. 14. For instance, input parameters D10, D11, D12 and asymmmetry in Fig. 11 have particular values 300, −175, −175, 0, respectively. They lie mostly in the sections of high intensity. Therefore, the detector of high intensity in line 3 of Fig. 14 produces the output equal 85%. That means "the facial action AU12 is high". The same reasoning is used by Detect AU12int FIS (see Fig. 15 ). If input values are, for instance, 250, −121, −119, 2, the numerical output value of AU12 intensity is 53.7%. The input to the defuzzyfication process is a fuzzy set obtained from the previously described step. The outputs of the process are numerical values and a linguistic term, which define intensity of AU. Defuzzyfication method used in FIS Detect AU12 is "mom" that means, middle of maximum (computing average of the maximum values of the output set), and the method for FIS Detect AU12int consists in centroid calculation, which returns the center of area under the curve. With this last step of defuzzyfication the classification process based on fuzzy inference for the facial action AU12 is finished. The same procedure must be used for other action units. The second stage of our facial expression classifier is interpretation of emotions based on AUs detected in the first phase of classification. This second stage is provided by six FISs, one for each emotion. The recognizing rules for FISs are shown in Fig. 16 .
The same methodology presented in Figs 11, 14 and 15 for recognition of AUs is applied for interpretation of emotions.
For instance, in Fig. 17 the final step of computing intensity level of happiness emotion (represented by AU7 and AU12) is shown, where in this particular case the inputs to the HappinesFIS are AU12 = 64 and AU7 = 14. These values generate an output value equal to 50 corresponding to the linguistic value "medium". The used two-stage classifier may be substituted by others frequently used for expression analysis [6, 19, 31, 33, 34] . However, fuzzy classifier has some advantages: -It has an extendible platform that may be easily modified for more functionality for instance, to provide also the detection of non-prototypical emotions; -Fuzzy logic is more intuitive approach than others without far reaching complexity and required training; -FIS can be mixed with neuronal networks in order to use adaptive techniques like adaptive neurofuzzy inference systems, etc.
Evaluation of Distance model-based framework
The evaluation of system performance and efficiency of fuzzy classifier have been done in tests with standard Kanade's and Pantic's image databases described in Section 4.2. The principal goal of the first set of tests is to evaluate performance of the designed framework based on Distance model in controlled environments. So, about 400 images with particular previously labeled expressions from Kanade's and Pantic's databases have been selected. Twenty nine subjects (18 women and 11 men) were chosen from Kanade's collection. From Pantic's database the images of eighteen subjects (five women and thirteen men) demonstrating one of six basic facial expressions of variable intensity were selected. Tables 11 and 12 show the confusion matrices obtained for six basic expressions in case of medium (low intensity is quite similar to medium) and high intensity. In Figs 18a and 19a two example of images with facial expressions of happiness and sadness from Kanade's database are presented. The recognition degrees reported by the proposed system for corresponding facial expressions are shown in Figs 18b and 19b respectively.
After evaluation of obtained results in the first set of tests, it was concluded that emotions expressed in test images are correctly identified by the classifier. Expressions with high intensity are recognized more precisely than with low and medium intensities.
For example, the average recognition rate for expressions with high intensity lies in range from 72.2% (for disgust) to 97.6% (for happiness). The average recognition rate for expressions with low and medium is between 60.1% (for disgust) and 96% (for happiness and surprise). The average percentage of correct recognition for low, medium and high intensities of each corresponding expression is rated as it follows: happiness -96.5%, anger -93.6%, fear -88.7%, disgust -64.1%, surprise -95.5% and sadness -87.3%. The happiness and surprise expressions are easier to recognize and the most difficult is disgust. Disgust and sometimes sadness have low recognition rate, because it is easy to confuse them in some instances with other expressions. To solve this problem is possible by incorporating to the proposed models additional facial actions that are more representative for given expression for example, to include processing wrinkles.
Finally, the average recognition rate of the system based on Distance model is 87.6% that is better than of the system based on 6-FACS model. Computing average recognition rate without disgust as it has been done in some reports [26, 30, 32] , it achieves 92.3%.
The designed systems compared with relevant emotion sensing applications presented in Section 4.2 have similar acceptable precision providing additionally advantageous measurement of intensity of basic emotions.
The second test consists in comparison of expression intensity recognized by classifier with the intensity values labeled by evaluation committee in set of images selected from Kanade's and Pantic's databases. The evaluation committee was integrated by 32 persons. 19 are women, 22 of them are young university students no more than 23 years old and the rest were older people with ages between 40 and 50 years. The evaluation committee was trained to recognize action units using FACS and consequently classify more precisely facials expressions. In these tests it was taken into account that recognition of emotions is a deeply human activity. Without the corresponding training the committee members could discern no differences between expressions of fear, anger and surprise of low intensity. The evaluation commit- tee describes the intensity of emotions by terms: low, medium and high, which ranges are (0-30)%, (30-70)% and (70-100)%, respectively. In this set of tests we have evaluated images with six basic expressions. Twenty images for each expression but with different randomly selected intensities have been tested by classifier and by each member of committee. The detected by classifier intensity, the average of appreciation of intensity by evaluation committee and the interrater concordance status are presented in Tables 13 and  14 for the best (surprise) and for the worst (sadness) cases, respectively. After comparison of expression intensity levels measured by classifier and reported by evaluation committee (average of appreciation of 32 persons participated in usability tests), the inter-rater concordance for the best case of surprise expression is about 90%.
The worst case was for sandess giving about 70% of inter-rater concordance (in twenty images there are six inconsistencies in agreement between classifier and committee). As it has been mentioned in the first set of tests, for sadness additional and more representative action units are required.
The results of the second set of tests for other expressions show the following inter-rater concordance: happiness -85%, anger -80%, fear -85%, disgust -75%. The average of inter-rater concordance for six basic expressions results about 81%. In any case, the evaluation by members of committee are quite subjective and depends on various factors such as high person-specific variability in perception of expressions, influences on decision making by personal feelings, tastes or opinions, spontaneous interactions with actor and referee, presence of simulation of particular emotions by actor, training of referee to detect lying and falsification of emotional state, selection of raiting ranges for low, medium and high intensity used by committee, etc. The obtained results suggest more specific researches in this still open problem of facial expression recognition.
Recognition of non-prototypical emotions
It is a fact, that emotions and social interaction have significant impacts in our lives. Therefore, evaluation and regulation of affective state, prediction and control of emotional crisis get more attentions in recent researches. In order to take effective actions during a stress, it is important to recognize wide range of specific expressions, which usually are non-prototypical. For example, during critical situations the most people portray grim and stoic expressions or demonstrate anxiety, nervousness, disapproval, etc., which are not recognized using traditional Ekman's model of six basic emotions [24, 41] . Thus, the emotion sensing applications should be able to detect complex state of feeling quantifying non-prototypical facial expressions by combination of known basic emotions according to existing psychological models.
There are some contradictions between two widely used Ekman's model of six basic emotions and Plutchik's model of eight primary emotions. Ekman's model has been developed principally for expression recognition by computing systems, because they are consistently distinguishable from other expressions described by action units. Plutchik's model has been created to provide the basis for an explanation of psychological mechanisms by emotional responses and not precisely for automatic recognition tool. Used in Plutchik's model eight core bipolar emotions such as joy -sadness, anger -fear; trust -disgust and surprise -anticipation can be expressed at different intensities and can be mixed to form specific unusual emotions.
In order to describe relationship between nonprototypical emotions from psychological Plutchik's model and Ekman's six basic emotions expressed by AUs, some considerations have been taking into account. Only six basic emotions happiness (joy), sadness, disgust, surprise, anger and fear are used. Trust and anticipation from Plutchik's model are not used. The particular recognition rules defined according to Plutchik's model have been implemented in classifier. Table 15 shows how non-prototypical emotions may be formed according to three levels of intensity (low, medium and high with ranges (0-30)%, (30-70)% and (70-100)%, respectively) of basic emotions computed by fuzzy inference systems described in Section 5.3. Particularly, the relationship between anger -joy, anger -disgust and sadness -surprise with corresponding non-prototypical emotions taken from Plutchik's model are presented. Other combinations joy -fear, disgust -sadness, surprise -fear form corresponding non-prototypical emotions in the similar way.
The similar methodology used in the second test of Section 5.4 has been applied in this test to detect non-prototypical emotions. Non-prototypical emotions demonstrated by the same 29 subjects in randomly selected images from databases should be rec- The detected by classifier non-prototypical expressions have been compared with averaged results obtained by evaluation committee. As it was expected, the inter-rater concordance in correct recognition was low lying in the range of 50-65%. This low level of recognition is because of limited number of AUs used for representation of complex emotions, simplicity of Plutchik's model and subjectivity of facial expression perception by each person. In case of non-prototypical emotion interpretation the subjectivity plays important role, because complex emotions strongly depend on race, sex, age, culture, state of mood and other factors.
Some tests for recognition of non-prototypical expressions by system based on Distance model have been conducted using developed platform. In the similar way as it has been done with the first designed system in Section 4.2, the integrated to platform Distancebased framework was used for interpretation of emotions of ten persons, which observed forty video records with different affective content that cause real emotional response. For instance, Fig. 20 shows how the proposed emotion interpreter detects complex expression with presence of surprise and fear. This emotion according to Plutchik's model presented in Fig. 1 is interpreted as awe.
In Fig. 21 another example of detecting compound emotion of contempt according to Plutchik's model is presented. However, there also exists relationship between non-adjacent emotions in Plutchik's model. The following combinations of the basic non-contiguous emotions have been also implemented in classifier such as joy -disgust, anger -sadness, disgust -surprise, sadness -fear, surprise -joy, fear -anger, and surprise -anger. If classifier detects the presence for example, anger and sadness the corresponding compound expression is disgust although disgust as basic emotion has not been detected as such! Similarly, the compound emotion formed by surprise and anger results another basic emotion of sadness although sadness has not been detected by classifier. This unexpected surprising finding that has been detected in experiments with Plutchik's model conducts us to the following conclusion: such basic as non-prototypical emotions may be composed by other basic emotions. In Figs 22 and 23 the recognized basic expressions as combination of other basic ones are presented.
It is an interesting fact that facial action units, which define for example, disgust in Fig. 22 , are not detected by classifier. However, the action units that represent surprise and anger are recognized. Anyway, according to Plutchik's model the composed expression is disgust [27] . In recently appeared model of Du and Martinez [6] the archived recognition rate of 15 compound expressions is about 76% processing 94 fiducial points on a face.
However, the compound expressions proposed in [6] such as happily disgusted or happily surprised in essence are not particular non-prototypical expression corresponding to existing psychological models. The names of these expressions simply reflect that emotion sensing application detects disgust or surprise of high intensity with presence of happiness of medium or low intensity.
As it has been mentioned in Section 5.4, the recognition rate of the proposed Distance-based system for similar expressions is about 87.6%. Nevertheless, in future researches the idea of extension of traditional concept of Ekman's basic emotions is very attractive. This will provide theoretical basis for automatic emotion sensing that is a still open problem. For example, in Fig. 24 a complex expression is presented however, there is not well suited model that may provide its description by combination of more than two basic emotions with significant intensities.
Conclusion
This paper presents some approaches for expanding traditional affective computing systems to context sensitive interpretation of emotional state of users. The conceptual contribution of this research consists in development of two face models for description of facial deformations encoded by Ekman's Action Units or Facial Animation Parameters of MPEG-4 standards. Particularly, 6-FACS and Distance models have been proposed and tested. 6-FACS model is used for recog- nition of limited number of AUs with the proposal to design fast and simple emotion interpreter. Due to its low precision of facial expression recognition (about of 82%), the facial model based on distances between specially selected FDPs have been introduced. Additionally, two-stage fuzzy reasoning classifier using Gaussian functions has been developed providing interpreting as basic as non-prototypical emotions with three levels of intensity. The achieved average recognition rate of basic emotions with quantitative measurement of their intensities in Distance model is 87.6%. Finally, interesting results in experiments with Plutchik's model have been obtained, which conduct us to conclusion that such basic as non-prototypical emotions may be composed by other basic emotions! In this way we establish relationship between nonprototypical emotions from psychological Plutchik's model and Ekman's six basic emotions expressed by AUs! From practical point of view the paper contributes two designed systems for automatic recognition of facial expressions based on proposed facial models that have been implemented using new technological advances of Microsoft's Kinect sensor. Additionally, to take advantage of wide variety of systems and approaches, the extensible Web-based platform that provides developers with uniform interfaces and services has been proposed and designed so, applications can access and manage the existing or newly implemented systems for emotion sensing within smart environment.
It is important to mention that the proposed models and designed systems have some disadvantages that limit their performance. Still low level of recognition is because of the limited number of AUs used for representation of complex emotions (six AUs in 6-FACS model and nine AUs in Distance-based model), the simplicity of Plutchik's model and the subjectivity of perception of facial expression by human. Used fuzzy classifier as usual, has less recognition rate than Multilevel HMM, radial basis function network or SVMbased classifiers.
Our research is still in progress and only partially supports the idea of recognition of non-prototypical expressions. The future works are needed to extend the proposed smart environment integrating more emotion sensing systems that may process both behavioral and physiological features such as facial expressions, speech, gesture, vital signs and others. Improvement of facial action processing models and development of high efficient algorithms are required to ensure the precision and high speed of recognition and classification. In addition, the used emotion sensing models should be reconciled and conformed to existing psychological theories discovering better and more precise way to evaluate human affective state. The evaluation of novel proposal of consistently recognizable twenty one against six traditional basic emotions is not considered in this paper. This approach should be analyzed in further researches for its complete approval.
